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Figure 1: C RYTEK S PONZA scene rendered with indirect illumination. From left to right: (1) indirect illumination using
256.000 VPLs generated by RSM; (2) our approach: using 960 area light sources (disk-shaped); (3) pixel-wise difference, 8
times amplified; (4) the disk lights (depicted as hexagons) obtained from a clustering of a reflective shadow map (RSM). The
RSM is clustered with budget of 1024 clusters, exploits temporal coherence and uses importance sampling.
Abstract
We present a method for real-time clustering of VPLs obtained from Reflective Shadow Maps (RSM). The clusters
are treated as area light sources and used to approximate indirect illumination. The spatial extent of a cluster is
used to deduce the shape and size of the respective area light source. Our method is fully GPU-based and avoids
flickering by temporally coherent reinitialization of the clustering. It also incorporates importance sampling for
view-dependent clustering. We show visually indistinguishable results of indirect illumination with only a fraction
of secondary light sources.
Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.3 [Computer Graphics]: Picture/Image
Generation—Display algorithms I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Three-Dimensional Graphics and Realism—Shading

1. Introduction
Due to its global nature, dynamic indirect illumination
in real-time remains a challenging task even with current
graphics hardware. However a visually plausible approximation to indirect illumination is sufficient in many real-time
scenarios. Existing techniques typically provide approximations or imply restrictions such as long precomputation time,
low-frequency indirect lighting or static geometry. Methods
based on Instant Radiosity [Kel97] approximate indirect illumination by creating light paths from the primary light
sources and place Virtual Point Lights (VPLs) at ray intersections with the scene geometry. In our method, we use Reflective Shadow Maps [DS05] which is a GPU-friendly method
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for creating VPLs for single-bounce indirect illumination.
To this end, the scene is rendered from the perspective of the
primary light source, and each pixel of the resulting image
can be interpreted as a VPL for indirect lighting calculations.
In this paper we focus on the clustering and thus reduction
of these VPLs. We show results to unoccluded single-bounce
indirect illumination for diffuse surfaces. Note that handling
visibility for many point lights or area lights is an orthogonal
problem, where fast solutions exist [RGK∗ 08, ADM∗ 08].
2. Related Work
Splatting Indirect Illumination [DS06] is based on RSMs
and replaces the gathering of the VPL contributions by
splatting each VPL onto the image; the authors also
adapted the importance sampling technique from Clarberg
et al. [CJAMJ05] to select important VPLs. The method runs
entirely on the GPU in real-time, handles non-diffuse materials, and can render plausibly looking caustics.
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The light cuts method [WFA∗ 05] uses a hierarchical collection of point lights. For shading a surface point, a cut
through the hierarchy is selected, and the contributions of all
clustered point lights are summed up, while visibility is resolved by ray-casting toward a representative for each cluster. In the same spirit, Dong et al. [DGR∗ 09] proposed to
share the visibility queries for groups of VPLs obtained by
clustering. They partition RSMs into a small number of clusters, which are treated as area lights when testing visibility
for indirect lighting. However, indirect lighting is still computed using non-clustered VPLs.
Inspired by these approaches, we cluster the RSM into
area light sources, which are then used for computing
indirect illumination. Our method runs entirely on GPU
and provides stable and temporally coherent results, even
with low numbers of clusters. Similarly to Georgiev and
Slusallek [GS10], we augment our clustering algorithm with
a bidirectional scheme to provide view-dependent clustering
in highly occluded scenes. Note that our work focuses on
reducing the number of VPLs, not rendering many VPLs or
computing shadowing efficiently.
3. Algorithm Overview
For each frame, we first render the G-Buffer for the camera view, and the RSM typically at 256 × 256 resolution.
For shadows of the direct light, we use high resolution cascaded shadow maps. Then we apply a clustering technique
inspired by k-means clustering [Mac67] combined with bidirectional importance maps [REH∗ 11] to the obtained RSM.
Subsequently, we convert the resulting clusters into area
light sources that approximate the indirect illumination. For
lighting with area lights we then use point-to-disk or pointto-polygon form factors. We compare these form factors in
context of indirect illumination in Section 5.
4. Clustering
For reducing the number of VPLs obtained with the RSM,
we use a GPU-friendly clustering technique similar to the kmeans algorithm. K-means clustering iteratively partitions n
points into k clusters, where each point is assigned to the
cluster whose centroid is nearest. We compute a bidirectional importance map [REH∗ 11] using the surfaces visible
in the camera view to form more clusters, i.e. area lights,
in the areas with higher contribution to the final image. Before the actual iteration, we have to initialize the algorithm
with seeds for the cluster centroids. In the first frame, we directly use the bidirectional importance map and use importance warping to distribute seed points for the clusters accordingly. For subsequent frames, we initialize cluster seeds
using the clusters from the previous frame to improve temporal coherency. For every frame, we perform the following
two steps once: (1) assign each RSM pixel to a cluster with
the most similar properties (see next paragraph); (2) update
the cluster centers according to the current pixel-to-cluster

mapping. This can be seen as one iteration of k-means clustering, while – in contrast to the original algorithm – we
spread iterations across frames. For lighting computation,
we compute the total flux of a cluster as the sum of its VPLs.
Please note that it might happen that no pixels are assigned to
a cluster. In this case, we do not create any area light source
for the cluster, and create a new seed point for it in the next
frame prior to clustering.
Algorithm 1 RSM clustering
1: seeds ← HaltonSequence2D(k)
{Build importance map:}
2: for all pixel in RSM do
3:
importanceMap[pixel] ← bidirImportance[pixel]
4: end for
{Importance Warping:}
5: for all seed in seeds do
6:
seed ← warp(seed, importanceMap)
7: end for
{Clustering initialization:}
8: for all i 1 to k do
9:
if is_empty(cluster[i]) then
10:
cluster[i].{center, normal, f lux} ← RSM[seed[i]]
11:
end if
12: end for
{Clustering:}
13: for all pixel in RSM do
14:
clusterMap[pixel] ← argmin (µ(pixel, cluster))
cluster.id

15:
16:
17:
18:
19:

end for
clusterMap ← sort(clusterMap)
RSM ← reorder(RSM, clusterMap)
for all cluster in clusters do
cluster.center ←
average
(p.position)
p∈RSM
clusterMap[p]=cluster.Id

20:

cluster.normal ←

(p.normal)

average
p∈RSM
clusterMap[p]=cluster.Id

21:

cluster. f lux ←

(p. f lux)

∑
p∈RSM
clusterMap[p]=center.Id

22: end for

All steps of the algorithm are executed on the GPU. At
line 2 of Algorithm 1 the bidirectional importance of an
RSM pixel is calculated in the function bidirImportance.
Starting with an initially uniform distribution of the seeds,
we obtain the importance warped locations as described
in [DS06] (line 5). Then, for each pixel of the RSM in parallel, we find the cluster with the lowest difference according
to the metric µ defined below (line 13) and save its id into
the cluster map. To update the cluster centers, for each center we iterate in parallel over the cluster map and calculate
average positions and normals and the total flux of the pixels
assigned to it, see line 18.
Difference Metric. For clustering we define a custom distance metric between a cluster c and an RSM pixel p, which
consists of a weighted sum of differences between normals,
positions, and colors:
2

Φc
Φp
µ(p,c)=wd ||x p −xc ||2 +wn(1−np ·nc )+wΦ
−
. (1)
|Φ p | |Φc |
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Figure 2: C RYTEK S PONZA scene, light shines from above.
Top: Flux from original RSM (left); clustered with wΦ = 0,
finer details like flags disappear due to averaging (middle);
Top, right: choosing a high value for wΦ allows to preserve
fine details in color (right). Bottom: bidirectional importance map (left) and cluster centers (right).
This metric is inspired by the existing work (e.g. [DGR∗ 09]
and [WRC88]). Here, wd , wn , wΦ are the weights for distance, normal deviation, and the VPLs’ flux terms respectively; x p and xc are the centers of the pixel and the cluster;
|| · || is the Euclidean distance metric; n p and nc are the normals of the RSM pixel and the cluster. The center and the
normal of a cluster are computed as a sum of position and
normal of all VPLs in the cluster, weighted by their respective flux and normalized by the total flux of all VPLs. For
the color, we calculate the squared distance between the normalized (R,G,B)-triples of flux values to account for both
saturation and hue variations. For faithful clustering of RSM
pixels it is important to consider their normals: If the weight
wn is too small, clusters often cross edges of objects causing artifacts in the indirect lighting. Secondary light sources
might end up hanging in the air or inside objects whenever
their respective clusters comprise RSM pixels belonging to
differently oriented faces.

Figure 3: P OWER PLANT scene. Top: (left) disk approximation; (right) polygon approximation. Bottom: (left) rendered
images for the disk; (middle) polygon approximation; (right)
the 4× difference between them.

Improving temporal stability. For small changes in scene
geometry and light sources, or smooth camera movements,
the clustering changes only for a few pixels of the RSM. In
case of significant changes, Dong et al. [DGR∗ 09] increase
temporal stability of the clustering by initializing the seeds
using the same pseudo-random sequence. Instead, we use
the result from the previous frame to initialize the cluster
centroids. In contrast to [DGR∗ 09], if the number of active
VPLs in a cluster shrinks to zero, we reinitialize such clusters from the RSM according to the importance map, see
line 8 of Algorithm 1.

is calculated by accumulating the geometry terms from 256
Halton-distributed G-buffer pixels.
√ √
GPU Implementation. We use a regular grid of size k× k
over the RSM to accelerate the clustering. The positions,
normals and colors of all clusters are stored in a GPU array. As we search for the nearest cluster for each RSM pixel,
we only consider centroids in grid cells which lie at most
r cells apart in the square neighborhood. We typically set
r = 2. By this, the number of potential pixels to be assigned
to a cluster is reduced from n to nk (2r + 1)2 , yielding a significant speedup for the clustering. This also allows to avoid
highly stretched cluster shapes and disconnected regions inside one cluster. The cluster map (of the same resolution as
the RSM) stores in every pixel the index of the cluster it is
assigned to. Between the assignment and the update steps
of a clustering iteration, we sort the pixels of the RSM on
the GPU with bitonic sort. As a result all pixels belonging
to the same cluster are stored contiguously in a list. Similarly to Bai et al. [tBlHtO∗ 09], we sort only the cluster id’s.
Then we reorder the RSM accordingly, so that the clusters
are stored contiguously. When updating cluster centers, we
use a binary search in the sorted cluster map to find the beginning of a cluster. Sorting and reordering provides at least
a triple speedup in our tests, as we avoid iterating over the
entire cluster map.

View-Dependent Importance Sampling. For more complex scenes with significant occlusion, like C RYTEK
S PONZA in Fig. 2 for example, we strive to create more
clusters for RSM regions which contribute more to the image. For this purpose we use importance warping [CJAMJ05,
DS06] to distribute the seed points according to the
importance map computed as described by Ritschel et
al. [REH∗ 11]. In the function bidirImportance at line 2 of
Algorithm 1 the bidirectional importance of an RSM pixel

5. Approximating Cluster Geometry
A common problem of all VPL-based methods are artifacts
due to the singularities caused by lighting with point lights.
These artifacts are often solved by clamping the geometry term. However, the energy lost during clamping requires
compensation (see Novak et al. [NED11] for a recent realtime solution). Our approach to avoid these VPL-typical artifacts is to exploit the spatial extent of the clusters and approximate them as polygons or disks (Figure 3, top). This
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allows us to treat clusters of VPLs as area light sources and
use form factors such as the analytical point-polygon form
factor, or the point-disk approximation [WEH89]:
Z
Adisk

G(x, z)
A · cos θx · cos θxc
dAz ≈ disk
.
π
Adisk + π · kx − xc k2

(2)

to improve the selection of virtual lights. Our approach currently ignores indirect visibility, however, clustered visibility [DGR∗ 09] can be used to augment our approach to address this problem. Another promising direction is to extend
the rendering of clustered lights to non-diffuse materials.

In our examples, we use a disk approximation to the clusters, since it delivers the same visual quality (see Figure 3,
bottom) and, unless the point-polygon form factor, is computationally as cheap as the computations for one point light.
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